1.0 Overview

The following list describes an overview of changes included within version 2010-09-23 (1.38.3) of all ATLAS based compilers and Lex files.

1.1 Enhancements / Changes affecting all dialects (i.e. Stations)

1.1.1 Resolved PR10056 – Allow plus signs (+) in port and pin names.
1.1.2 Resolved PR10058 – Removed “UNASSIGNED TEMP…” warning on COMPARE statements.
1.1.3 Resolved PR10061 – Allow allocation of ATLAS REQUIRE statements that specify a “BY” clause for a modifier when the DeviceDB definition does not have a “BY” clause.

1.2 Enhancements / Changes affecting CASS

1.2.1 Resolved PR10054 – Tolerate blank lines in “Look-up” (.LU) files.